
Re-Generation of TPS Unit for 750 Turbo MK8 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
WARNING 

Potentiometer type that must be used is a 5kΩ Anti-Log type, Values <5kΩ & Linear types do not work! 

Cut the connectors 
here, 4 places. Solder 3 leads to pin side of the 

connectors, this will be 
connected to the potentiometer. 
Pins 3, 4 & 5 



Excel chart showing the relationships in resistance between the bikes original TPS unit, a second hand 
original off a later bike & my current MK6 Experimental TPS unit & log/linear potentiometers. 

The Total track resistance is higher than OEM TPS & this is reflected in the idle resistance value. The lower 
full throttle resistance is just the result of the Pot. having less resistance @ full throttle (outside of manual 
limits) & had to be artificially stopped to prevent ECU triggering a DFI fault code at full throttle. 



Build Instructions 
 
Using original TPS unit as a base, cut the top off carefully as this will be required later. 
 
With Dremel or similar cut the connections from the original 
tracks to the pins, make sure you leave enough contact so you 
can solder wires to the remaining pins! 
 
CHECK: USE MULTIMETER TO CHECK THERE IS NO CONTINUITY 
BETWEEN PIN & ORIGINAL TRACK.  

Cut the cable to approx. 45mm. 

 

Solder 3 leads with socket to the internal connections for the pins 
3,4 & 5 as shown in the pic. Use heavy duty servo cable from 
model heli/aircraft with 3 pin, male/female connections (both will 
be required). 

 

Cut cable to ??mm & solder the 3 wires with the other half of the 
connector to the potentiometer, align colours directly with socket. 

 

Strip the pot. down to its 2 main components. 

 

Using the top of the TPS unit that was removed at the beginning, 
cut-out a central hole just big enough to clear the rotational part 
of the pot that has been disassembled. Cut-out a rectangle to suit 
the socket cable on opposite side as shown. 

 

On top of the ‘D’ drive, glue a flat surface, this is to mount the 
rotational part of the potentiometer to. Glue with structural 
adhesive & tidy up pad after glue has dried. 

 

Refit the ‘D’ drive & make sure it rotates freely, Glue on top cover 
centrally & use outdoor sticky pad to secure the socket to the top 
cover. Mount the socket opposite as shown, top cover was used 
on previous versions & cable will sit better & look tidier. 

 
  



Setup on bike: Mount the TPS body to the bike & ensure the ‘D’ 
drive is a good fit, use masking tape if fit is too loose, Align the TPS 
housing in the middle of the adjustment slots,  IMPORTANT make 
sure the idle position is set via the idle screw.  
The Fiddly Bit: Apply a thickish, slow setting glue to the rotor part 
of the pot. & place as centrally as possible on the ‘D’ drive pad. 
Using outdoor sticky pad stick the carbon track part of the pot. on to 
the top cover (Contacts @ 3o’c position). While the glue is wet, 
rotate the pot. rotor with small screwdriver to obtain 2.9kΩ @ 
normal throttle idle position. 
WAIT FOR THE GLUE TO SET 
While the glue is drying make sure the rotor is central. Hold down 
the track against the rotor’s spring contacts (Do not crush) - This is 
subject to revision as an adjustable contact plate would be easier to 
setup. Adjustment is ±0.25kΩ. 

 

 
Start-up Instructions 

 
Turn on ignition & look for DFI warning light. If DFI 
Warning lights, turn off ignition, reset TPS position. 
If you run out of adjustment you will have to reset 
either the track or rotor position to achieve results. 
 
Try starting the bike, If the bike starts, alter the 
potentiometer to obtain best running, further minor 
adjustment during warm up may be required to 
keep good idle. 
 
IMPORTANT! LET BIKE REACH NORMAL 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE 
 
 

Any adjustment now should be made via the TPS body. Keep making small adjustments until the engine 
combustion sounds smooth & consistent. Fit DFI cover. 

 
 
  



Combustion Fine Tuning Setup 
 
Stop engine, remove No: 4 spark plug & fit modified Colourtune unit. 

Start engine & adjust TPS unit until 
you have a yellow (Rich) 
combustion flame & move the TPS 
unit in the opposite direction until 
you get a steady blue flame 
(Correct) & smooth idle, make sure 
you set idle mixture at the idle RPM 
you are to run the bike at, mine is 
set at 1100rpm. 
 
Bright blue flame with rough 
idle/misfire indicates too lean. 
Always work from Rich mixture. 
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